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Basic Trauma Life Support Questions
The experience of surviving Covid-19 has been harrowing and physically and mentally draining for many Indians. Media reports suggest that several Covid-19 patients have experienced neurological ...
Survivor Guilt, ICU Trauma, Headaches: How to Care for Physical, Mental Health Post Covid-19 Recovery
Trauma is a person’s emotional response to a distressing experience. Few people can go through life without encountering ... Under a therapist’s supervision and support, PTSD patients are ...
Psychology Today
Could the pandemic make us better people? For those of us lucky to emerge from the past year intact — physically, mentally, financially — there are many reasons to be grateful. Theoretically ...
Will the pandemic make us nicer people? Probably not. But it might change us in other ways.
I felt used because this is basic ... change his life in many ways. It was called “Become Who You Can Become.” It basically meant that the mother church was not going to support missions ...
Darkness in a lighthouse: Pastors recount abuse and trauma (Pt.1)
The Department of Education needs to create a special office to watch over public school students in foster care, advocates say.
DOE needs an office solely for students in foster care, advocates say
The grocery store at the center of a shooting that left 10 people dead in Boulder remains closed. More than a month later, a memorial around the perimeter of the site still attracts mourners who leave ...
The Future Of The Table Mesa King Soopers: What Boulder Can Learn From Past Mass Shooting Sites
Surrogate partner therapist and sex coach Eileen Chao discusses carrying on her work in the face of COVID-19 and the spike in AAPI hate.
Surrogate Partner Therapy Is Controversial. But Could It Be More Important than Ever?
Readers ask about $1,000 bill for getting an ambulance and whether or not the removal of the Vance monument will cause negative environmental effects.
Answer Man: $1,000 for an ambulance ride? Vance Monument demolition dust?
Their basic needs for bodily safety ... We need systems of care and support, not more cops. All these programs and the “Treatment Not Trauma” proposal envision new ways to provide care and support to ...
Social Workers Can’t Help People in Crisis by Partnering With Police
Jay Kumar Teli, Suresh’s uncle, who was in Kathmandu to help with his nephew’s repatriation and recovery, questions ... the support of the medics and his father. As they waited for the rest of the ...
Mindful of migrants’ mental health
‘The trauma won’t go away ... “I couldn’t understand how something so basic as oxygen was so complicated,” she said. “And that question is what I’ve been trying to answer for ...
Coronavirus: from Google’s Sundar Pichai to steel magnate Lakshmi Mittal, Indian diaspora races to help homeland in crisis
A firefighter trained as an EMT broke down as she described her frustration because police prevented her from acting to save Floyd‘s life ... questions about how witnesses who have suffered ...
EXPLAINER: Witnesses relive trauma, guilt over Floyd's death
The coronavirus brought on a year of death and illness, plus another trauma, an economic “she ... for a team of 12 direct reports. The question I would always ask myself is “would I be viewed ...
COVID-19 deaths, illnesses and a ‘she-session’
This partnership raised some questions about how film ... on giving young people (as well as their support networks such as college staff) the basic skills and information about what to say ...
How the impact of sexual violence extends beyond survivor and perpetrator
Williams' GoFundMe page was set up by his cousin, Shannon Davis, on his behalf with the goal of helping him 'get his life back on track.' The Official Trauma ... fund is to support the healing ...
Fundraisers for witnesses who took the stand to help convict Derek Chauvin raise nearly $750k
Life on the island has given him calm and solitude. A spartan existence has reduced his requirements to a basic minimum of ... he frequently fails to hear a question. Pavlovic has a faltering ...
‘Looking For Horses’: Visions du Reel Review
“The trauma for this, I believe ... while many in India do not have any support at all,” she wrote in an email. The surge has highlighted the inequities of India’s caste system as many ...
Seattle-area Indian community mobilizes to help India as COVID devastates the country
Trauma, fear and a lack of access to the basic needs for survival ... we often see the armed opposition groups in question are pushed further underground, making dialogue with them for ...
OPINION | Focus on fighting ‘terror’ in Mozambique ignores humanitarian needs
TOP STORIES 'Hard pass': LGBTQ activists shun Caitlyn Jenner over Trump support GOP lawmakers want ... That would include the trauma of a violent, random assault and knife attack that nearly ...
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